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cport of

This reUor. •t- describes the r.nethods

emp].oyed for calibrat3.n;; the dynatr.orneter of ^n

Avery fatigue macr^i :e under û^rna.^ic terasi.cno

Two measuring instruments have been used, q

h;orehouse rin^; and. a ca1{ 'brited :veis-,;b'aar with

strain gauges. Results olotairiec' with the latter

metliod are an^lysed ^a.,.-. e.: ^ cusgec: ^;:ith reference

to the 3tetic c^LirrE.t.i.on.
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REPORT 

of the 

ORE DRESSING AND   lIZTALI.TMGICAL 

.  Investigation  No. 2035. 

(Subsequent to  Investigation 
(Reports  Nos. 1991, 2002, 2014,  ) 
(2015 and 2U)5  Jan.-Sept.  1946.) 

Research  on  Optimum Thread Form for  Proposed 
Anglo-American-Canadian Screw Thread ,  

PART VI. - Calibration o2 the  Dynamometer  of  the 
Avery Punator  •achine unCer Dynamic  Tension. 

Ori -, in  and Puuose  or Investition: 

This macnine fs  to  be used for fatigue  tests 

for development of  the proposed A.B.C. standard thread  form. 

The work of testing  specimens is to Le  sLtared by  three 

laboratories,  the National 1.3ureau of  Standards, 'JtIshinGton, 

U.S.A., the National Physical Laboratory, Teddini ,,ton e  

and  the  Physical MatallurGy :esearch Lab3ratories, Bureau 

of  Vines, Ottawa, Canada. This report gives  the  results of 

the  calibration  in  dynamic tension of  the  P. 	R.  L. machine, 

&rid supplements  the report on the  stattc  calibration Give n 

in investigation  Report  No. 2002, February 18, 1946. 
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PhOCEDURE: 

-2wo procodures were used for the dynamic calibra-

tion. One Was to use the Morehouse ring in the same manner 

as for static meaauremants. Thle method permitted measure-

ment of the minimum load during the cycle, which could thon 

be compared with the load zalculated from the static charac-

teristic of the dynamometer and the minimum deflection as 

determined by the microscope. 

The Morehouse ring (Figure 1) consists of an elaatio 

steel ring with means of attaching It to the gripe of the 

machine to be tested. Inside tha ring, at one end, Is a very 

fine-reading micrometer. This micrometer terminates in a 

hardened steel button. Facin3 this button is a steel reed  . 

with a small, accurately machined weight at its free end. To 

make an observation, the reed is set vibrating by plucing it 

with the Linger and the micrometer is advanced till the button 

begins to toulh the reed. This is indicated by a sudden 

increase in the damping of the reed. During static tests very 

decisive observations can readily be made. A series of read-

inga at a Given load can  be repeated as accurately as they can 

be taken. The 50,000-pound ring, loaned to us by the 

National Research Council, Ottawa, could be read to about 63 

pounds directly, and to 6 pounds by estimation to one-tenth 

of a micrometer division. Readings could be reproduced to 

one-tenth of a  division. Unfortunately, this accuracy could 

not be achieved under dynamic loading because the natural 

frequency of the  read was about  55 c.p.s., whereas  the Avery 

machine operates at about 45 c.p.e. 

Thus the button was  moving sinusoidally  with respect 

to time parallel with the axis of  the ring with  a frequency 

of  45 c.p.s.,  while the  end  of the reed was vibrating sinu-

soidally  perpendicular to this axis at a  frequency of 35 c.o.s. 

The result was that cof.ncidenee  of the  two,  on which readings 
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depended, occureed only throe or fou.'  times per second. This, 

combined with a slow drift in the amplitude of oscillation 

of the beam of the machine, made measurement difficult, aad 

an  accuracy of t200 pounde is the bast that can be claimed 

for this procedure. The results obtained  in this way have 

been given in a report of the National research Laboratories, 

Ottawa, lieport No. PJ.r. 029,dated April 6, 1946, and  agree 

substantially with the results obtained from the static 

tensile calibration given in Investigation Report No. 2002> 

Under the condition of obsereation a coincidence of th a  button 

and reed is imposeible if the ring is adjusted to a reading 

corresponding to a load lower than the minimum during  the 

cycle, while it Is very unlikely to occur if adjusted for 

exactly  the minimum value, because coinfidence occurs,  if at 

all, only about four  tin em a oecond. If the micrometer co 

adjusted for a value somewhat greater than the minimum»  fairly 

positive damping is quite likely to occur,  and this favours 

ring readtngs on the high side. With this fact  in view it 

might be expected that this method of dynamic calibration 

would  cive a hier  value of  the  calibration factor  in pounds 

per division tnan  the true ono. 

Tho  second mothed of dynamic calibration involved 

the uee  of a calibration sPecimen Unereinafter referred to as 

a weighbar) wIth SR-4  strain ,._;auges attached.  The weighbar 

was designed to withstand indefinitely a  load range of 3 -30,000 

pcunds tension. To it Isere attached two  sets  of strain 

sauges, 	six  1 9 000-ohus  C-10 t auges  connected in 

series, and four 120-ohm A-3 L7,auges placed equidistant 

around the bar, opposite pairs connected in eeries 
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and the two palra connected in parallel so that tbe terminal 

resistanea eas 120 ohms. 	urrangement completely eompen- 

satee: for nny bending effect, so that only  the axial compo-

nent of load affected the strain indicate -re but gave a low 

resistance gaue with accompaneing relative freedom from 

noise  pick-up. The 120-ohz  gauges  on  the weighbar were con-

nected to  the active aauga terminals of an SR-4 strain 

indicator, and a eimilar gauge,from the same lot, cemented to 

a  small  block of  steel, eue connected to  the compensating 

gauL;e terminale. 

The  SR-4 Strain Indicator contains two arms  of a 

'Aheatstone  bridge desiiped especially for measurins small 

proportional chanes of reeiutors in  the rane of 120-500 ohms. 

The dial is calibrated in Derls of micre-inches per inch  and 

can be read to 10 micro-inches  per  inch and estimated  to  1 

micro-inch. It has a  range of about 14000 micro-inches. 

The  active  and compensating Eiy.uges  are the  other two arms  of 

the Vgheatstone bridL e. A.C. power,  at approximately 1,000 

c.p.s., supplied by  an electren tube circuit  for conver -dns 

DC,  to A.C. (known as an  oscillator), is supplied to the 

bridge and the voltage due to unbalance, amplified, is applied 

throu,.;h  an  output transfcreler to two opposite terminal  of 

a group  or  four rectifie - s  connected  in a ring.  Power, 

directly from  the oscillator, ic applied c.o  the  other two 

terminais.  If  the  bridge Is edjustea through  balance, the 

phase of  the  bridge enbalahce eltagc with r-epect to  the 

oncillator output voltage will  change by lee cierees.  A 

meter is so ccnnected to  the roctifier  that this  change of 

phase causes the  D.C. paeving through  the  meter to reverse,  . 

end the operator then knows in which direction to adjust  the 

brid.ee  in order to obtain  a  balance.  This  would not be  the 
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case if the output current Nere :aerely rectified and passed 

threugh the leeter. To the first order of approzimation, if 

the bride  In balanced there will be  no  output  vo::.tage  frem. 

the  bride,  none from the amplifier, and no derection  from 

the meter. 

The vertical amplifier of a )uMont 206-13 C.R.J.  was 

connec'eed througt a 	630-R  1)00-1000  c.p.s.  band-pass 

filter  to the secondary of the  output transformer of the 

strain indicator.  The vertical width of the trace was then 

proportional to  the  out-of-'ealance volta ue from the bridge 

and therefore to the load  on  the weihbar. The horizontal 

sweep frequency of the 	.eras  adjusted apFroxlmately 

equal to  the  frequency  of  oecillation of the machine. The six 

C-1.0 Lauges, with a  total  resistance of 3,000 ohms, were con-

nected  in serlee with  a 6,000-ohm resistor to a 45-volt battery. 

Changes in the reeintance of he auLes due to varyine stress 

in the bar caused a similar variation of the  current floeing 

throuËh the Ë,auge and resistor, and the  i.C. voltage, of wave 

form identical  with  tliat of the dynaelic component cf the 

tension of the weibhbar, appeared across the resistor. This 

eoltae, emplified by  À  3al1aatine Model 300 voltmeter 

acting as an amplifier,  vas  applied  to the  Input teeminals 

of  the horizontal amplifier of the C.R..e. The upper horizontal 

amplifier terminal ufas  connected to the external synchroniza-

tion terminal of the C.R.O. By tlening  off the linear time-

base, the horizontal deflection of the electron beam could be 

brou t;ht  into  phase  laith  th  n  yaniationa] load component of the 

machine. by usina  the  output of the C-10 gauges to synchronize 

the linear tiele-bese  sweep, an ansolutely statIonary pattern 

with  a linear tie.e-base could  be  obtained. 

It  mill be recalled that the frequency of the 
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oscillator of  •tLe atrein indicator is 1,000 c.p.s., while, the 

frequency of variation of lead in the Avery machine is 45 

c.p.s. Therefore,  ail  components  and circuits of  the strain 

indicator  will behave  instantaneously  as if static loads 

were oeing studied.  Therefore, with the Avery machine run-

ning and ail etectrical equipteeni;  operating, the  vortical 

width of the trace  ..)n the screen  of the C.1-t.O. will  pass 

through zero if, und only if, the strain on the weighbar 

passes through  the unique value  that will cause its strain 

gaugesto assume>  such a resiotance  that the strain indicator 

is balanced.  If the strain  indicator be set at the highest 

reading at whieh  the amolitude  of  the  trace on the C.R,O. is 

seen to pass throu L,h zero et soue  point  of the cycle,  and then 

to  the lowest read 4 ng  at wieicb amplitude of the trace Is seen 

to pass throu,h zero, the difference between  the  two readings 

is the  dynamic ranLe of strain of the weighbar under  the 

existing conditions, 

In practice, certain  difficulties veers encountered. 

The weighbar  vas  pieced in the  Amsler machine, its 120-ohm 

etr,in  gauges were connected to  the strain indicator. the 

6,000-ohm group to a -,heatstene bride . 	 e  r.artere extenace 

meter was applied  to the bar. The  Martens  extensometer can 

be readily  calibrated  by  measurements  of distance,  and 23 set 

up could be  read  to *1 elicro-inch.  This  permitted readings 

obtained by the electric etrain gauges to be directly  checked 

u,ainst tbese  of the optirel-lever type,which are  assumed  to 

be coreect. 	eesulte Inclee,eu  that  the electrical  etrain 

L;a11es  e.,tve readino  about. 3  ;,cr  cent tuo  hie,h, ?or  this 

reason, the  deflections cf the strain  indicator  for  each 

5,000 pcunds up  to  50,000 pounns of load were observed. It 

was  found  that  throughout  th ee range  the strain indicator 

deflection was ene micro-incb per  inch for each 31 3 2 pounda 
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ccilbretion was made ueir,: the null meter 

if the  trc.i Ineicator. 

Another difficulty was found  in balancin the  straio 

indicator ueing the C.0. as a null  indicator.  It  vas  found 

that when the dial  was adjusted through  the positien  of 

balance as indcated by zero current in the meter,  the ampli-

tud e ce: the cuL-cf-balance volta e e passed not through  zero 

but throt41 a  fairly  large and indecisive minimum. This eas 

attributed  to phase  shift  in  the two bridge arms contained 

in the instrument, dus to different amounts  of distributed 

capacity.  A  variable capacitor consisting of 100 m.mi.f. 

fixed and 35 m.m.f. variable connected in parallel across 

the comeneating auge permitted the 1,C00-c.p.s. volta ge 

to be adjusted to zero. Jowever, it was then discovered that 

there was a fair amount of second harmonic of frequency 2 9 000 

c.p.s. arising from distortion in  the oscillator which, due 

to the presence of cFpacity,  did not balance out at the saine 

 settings as balanced out the 1,000-c.p.s, voltage. This 

rendered achievement of  a  0 .R.0, trace with zero amplitude 

Impossible. This trouble  was overcome by placinG a General 

Iiadio Company 500-1,000 	'Lief:Id-pass filter, terminated 

with a 50,000-ohm resistor, in  the line 2rom  strain indicator 

to C.R.O.  vertical  amplifier Input. This eliminated all 

difficulty from this cause.  A  schematic diagram of the cir-

cuit Is  uiven  in Flimre 2, and a photogeraph of the apparatus 

used appears  in Figure 3. 

It was suspee:ted that connecting 135 m.m.f. across 

the compeneating gaue;e mij -it alter  the calibration. Theoreti-

cally this should not be the case, for such a capacitor sheuld 

have a reactance at 1,000 c.p.s. of 1.4 megohms which, remain- 

ing  constant,  would have nligible  effect.  It was  found that 

if the  capaciter  were suitably adjusted at one value of static 

load on the weiebar and the load increased 1)/ steps, the 
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minimum widti- of the O.  '.'ube race aradaally increaeed to 

a fairly large value, and that to .et. zero amplitude b 

slight readjustment of the condenser eae necessary - 

probably of the order of a few m.m.f. To see whether 

adjusting tha caracito -e  so as to produce exact balance  at 

each setting would result in an eltered characteristic,  the 

following test was made: '«Ohe meighbar was placed in the 

grips of the Avery machine and  all connections  made. Loid 

was applied, in ? steps, up to about e'4,- ,000 pounds.  At  each 

stop the  strain indicator read1n3 was taken under three 

different conditions: (a)  Jeth  the null-meter at zero, 

capacitor wes relhoved; ‘o) capacitor connected and adjusted 

to :live nere  width of C.H.O.  trace; and  (c)  capacitor present 

and  adjusted as stateu but  nall  meter set to zero.  In the 

majority of cases  th  a -eedinge  by  metheds  (a)  and  (c)  were 

the saine, within the  error of  observation  (1  micro-inch). 

Method (b) gave readings usually differing,  by about  +4 micro-

inches from  th a other tao.  This is probably  due to a  slight 

dissimilarity  of the rectifiers which causes  the  null meter 

to  aive  a  defleceion correspording  to  a  strain of 4  micro-

inches when the  bridge is baJarceed. 

While these tests !ndicate that deflections 

measured with the C.R.12.-,  and  null indicator  eith a  capacitor 

across  the  compensating gouge to give  ehaso  balance are the 

name  as  those measured without capacitor, it ;,las  found, later, 

that much hisher loads -lust he used for the tests.  In  order 

for the methed to be reliable, the strain-indicator with 

capacitor and  C.tt.0 must behave normally as rebards deflec-

tions ehen loads eufficient te  cause a  deflection  of 1,000 

 micro-inchsol t2iinch  arc applied to  the  weighbar. These  tests 

were dene, ueing  methods (a) and b) as  detailed. However, 

instead  of using method (e), the bridge was  balanced without 
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using a capacitor. The reading of the meter was then zero. 

Reading the m.110;or (cell'zrated  ii..  i1r.roinciù with  tht 

capacitor connected, then Gave a more  etact  idea of how much 

the circuit was disturbod by adding it. Elmilarly, to see 

how uniformly  the  instrument operated with various strains, 

using the C.R.O. as  a null indicator, It was balanced with 

the C.R.O.,  the capacitor removed,and  the dial read. 

Table I ;ives etrain  sauge  readings taken during 

calibration  of the wei3hbar. Tables  II  and III give strain 

readings obtained by methods mentioned above. They show  that 

the calibration of the sn-4 strain indicator and weighbar  is 

i:ot affected by addition of the capacitor for loads up to 

30,000  pounds. 

TABLE  I. - Reduction of  Data  from WeAgnm_palibrator.  ( 1 ) 
(Loads in units of 1 e 000  pounds,) 

Loac',,  r§-fraTii- 	i Range ; Tange of 	FOalc. Load,  klit---  

-U---  kilo- indicator  of  Valuos:reflIn( 2 '  if  ftufloction  x  31,2 
pounds Deflectiontof DeflInworst mnittede 	0.us 0,10) ......_ 	-------- ze-4ezer=7.̂.----=—, .-^•=====c-- 	f  

	

0.101 	0.00 
5.001 156 

10.00i  317 c 7 
15,00; 478 
20.00i 639 
25001 799 
30.00( 959 
25,00' 600 

	

20.00 	638,5 

	

15.00 	478 
10.00 317 
5.00 133 
0.101 00000 

L 

o 	1 	C 

2 	
1 	 5.03 

1 	I 	0 	 10•01 
2 	 1 	 15 Cl 
e, .1 	 2 	 2004, 
1 	 1 	 25.03 
4 	 2 	 U).02 
5 	 2 	 25.06 
3 	 0 

e. 	 20,02 
e, 	 1 • 	15.01 
3 	 2 	 999  
5 	 1 	 5,03 
0 	 0 

1, L,:ummarized  from readings obtained durUg 
3 cycles  of loading. 

2, The value lyin  furthest from the  average 
omf:.tted. 

Load  range  =  31,2 +001 x 
strain-indicator deflection. 



Method (b, 	 Method (c) 
2c;ra1n  Indicator 	S train  Indicator   

it2ADING:  DEFLECTION  READING: DEFLLCT1ON 
:Incre-: 	 :TEcre-: 

(lent Total 	: ment  :Total 
•  A ."-J 

rethod (a) 
Strain Indicator 

READIrG: DEFLZOTION 

: 1;,ont :Total 

(Procedure, e3 .1. 13'ci 

Tà13:1-_, 	II. -------- 

Comparison of Strain Indicator aeadings and Darlectton. 
(a) With null muter of strain indicator net to zero; 

no capacitor, 
(b) Capacitor in parallel with compensating c auge, 

 adjunted to zer.:.) vbrtical deflection or c.Roo, 
(c) Capacitor aJjusted az for Yo) but null meter 

set  to zero. 

	

1574 	97  706 	1576 	96 	707 	1573 	96  70 

	

1477 	102  609 	1462 	103 	611 	1477 	104 	610 

	

1375 	98 	507 	1379 	97 	508 	1373 	96  506 

	

1277 	1C47 	409 	1232 	104 	411 	1277 	105 	410 

	

1172 	95  304 	1178 	97 	307 	1172 	96  305 

	

1077 	100 	209 	3,081 	101 	210 	1076 	102 	209 

	

977 	109 	109 	990 	109 	109 	'z;•7-, 	107 	107 

	

868 	 871 	 867 

(Table  III appears  on  Pace 11,) 

The method of uni% the calibrated weighbar, strain-

indicator and C.R.0,  to measure dynalidc loads is as follows. 

Uth  the  aeighbar  fastened in the  grips and all electrical 

equipment operating, the dynamic load was applied and,  after 

the machine  had "steadied  down,"e  the reading Qf the 

mometer microscope was observed.  The strain indicator w as  then 

adjusted to  the lowest readin at which the  C.R.0  trace could 

be seen to pass through zero amplitude. The difference between 

this reading and that for zero load indicat 	the  minimum load 

during  the cycle. In a sinilar way the strain indicator was set 

to the hii;hest reading for  which  the trace had,  at some point, 

zero amplitude, the capacitor being adjusted if necessary.  The 

difference between  th  is reading, and the zero load reading gives 

the  maximum load during  the eyrie.  The  difference between the 

two readings gives  the rmnge of  load to which the weighbar was 

subjected. 

(C1c)ntinued  on rage  1 2) 

The machine was left running for an hour before tests  were 
attempted. 
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1275 

1336 

1413 

1.367 

1340 

1720 

1788 

1878 

1915 

77 

77 

73 

68 

90 

37 

(Micro-inch) 	(Micro-inch.) 

0 

Z.,09 

386 

448 

325 

678 

75 

833 

901 

1026 

06L 

051, 

ou 

05L 

051; 

05L 

05L 

U61, 

0 

o 

o  

r"f". 

7  7 

7 7 

62 

77 

73 

75 

80 

68 

rs 

=======e4= 

TABLI: III. - Islyllgation of  Effect on Calibration  of Straln 
Conpeoting_1:55  m,mfc  aofositumpating Gau 

Method ,by 
Strain Indicator 

READINGt 
Incre 
ment   ITotal 

Indicator Caused 
e Terminalsc 

o  

70 

	

509 	1203 

	

395 	1280 

	

4e8 	1342 

	

t-;;;3 	1419 

1497 

	

673 	1572 

	

752 	16(17 

	

832 	1727 

	

900 	1795 

	

990 	1383  

	

.102 - 	1920 

Methôr (a) 
Strain Indicator  

11 - 212=G DZPUCTION  
Incre-; 
Iment LTotal 

806 

	

1 0hane in  meter 	• ' 

Ireading, Balanced  : by moter without  ; 
capacitor; caoac1tor; 
then added.  .  

7Jeter  reading 
when adjustment  made 
to GRO null and  cspa-
eitor  removed. 

F-0h0  Null Deflecton (-71'otar 
minua 

- Meter Null  L±' ect, 

(Micro-inch) 

0 

+  J. 

. 	1 

-2 

o 

o  

edefee. 	 31,eleGM-• 

76 
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A series of dynarnic calibratins was carried out 

in this manner usin !_, different nreloads, 0.57, 10.83, 13.4, 

15.2 and 16.9  kilopounds. Te  rewilts are  .shown In Fiure 4, 

in which  the lead range Is plotted against  the  band-width 

seen in  the microscope minus 8 divisions,  the  static band-

width. 

3122211.-2-12L122: 

It has been shown by D. G. Sopwith,  in  N. P. I, 

Engineering Division Report No. 151/45, that if the relation 

between the applied load  and  the corresponding microscope 

scale reading is linear, the relation between the load range 

ana the  cale readin will be tile same;  if  the former relation 

Is parabolic, the scale readin will be approxirately propor-

tional to  the  load  rance,  but the constant of  roportionality 

will vaey witY the preloae.. 	the  limits of experimental 

accnracy, the  static carbrptI)n -an be expressed as  a  parabola: 

X m  2.89 F 	0.005  P2  

where X m scale reading for load P (in kilo pounds). 

This E;ives the follomiing relation between the load 

range (R)  and  the  corresponding band • width (X), ignoring 

terms involving R3 : 

X rg R(2.89 	0.01 11 

where -  the  preload  in kilopounds. 

On the  basis of these relations,  straight lines 

were fitted to thc-, series  of  points obtainea  in the dynamic 

calibration with different preloads, it was found, as with 

the similar  N.P.L. :chine, that the  best-fittl ,IL streiLht 

lines did not pass  tliroui;h  the  ori b in, but gave a smell  posi-

tive load range for  zero true band-width. The eqrations 
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obtained for tneee lines are given below, 

= 16.9 

= 

M = 13,4 

M  = 10.83 

M  = 9.517 

X e 3,20 R - 0,8, 

=  3.24 R 	1.0, 

7 =  5.25k 	1 .6, 

=  3,18  R -  0.8, 

= 3.08 	-  0.3, 

M  and  R  beinE; In kilopounds, X in scale divisions. 

Plotting the constants (slope and intercept)  in 

these equations against  M  and using the method of least 

squares,  t  was found that they.  could be represented approxi-

mately by: 

X  =  (2.98 4-  0.016  M)  I 	0,06 M. 

Linos calculated froze this couaUcn are drawn in 

Figure  4  and can be  seon to  fit  reasonably well to the plotted 

experimental points. The  term 0.06  M,  representing the 

(negative) scale difference for zero load range, has been 

suggested by D. G.  Sopwith as  due  to some defect in the micro-

scope system;  for the 	Pulsator machine the correspond- 

ing term pas  0,09  M. reglecting this term, the relation 

between  X,  R  and M is equivalent to  a parabolic static eali-

bration given  by  

=  2.98  P  e 0,008 22 , Xp 

The  scale reaCine  for  various loads as  calculated 

from this equation are given in Table  IV, together with  the 

corresponding readings obtained from  the derived static eali-

bration eurve. 

(Table IV followe  ) 

L.P.D...ne  14. 
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(Procedure, contld 

TA13L1 7.1/ 

e SCALE RZIDING  IN DIVISIONS  : 

Load, 	From Static:From  "Equive41.ent"  :Difference, 
Mlopounds:CalibrationStatic  Ca1ibraiio; 	r cent 

, 4,  

	

4 	° . 	11,6 	: 

	

6 	' 	17„3 	: 

	

8 	23,4 	s 

	

10 	294 	: 

	

12 	. . 35,,4 	: 

	

14 	,s 	41,5 	: 

	

10 	

• 	

47.G 	: 

	

13 	s 	53,8 	s 

	

20 	. . 	60,0 	s  

	

6.0 	: 	5,5 
12.1  

. 4,0 

. 4 
, 	4,2 

	

43,3 	. 	4,3 

	

49,7 	. . 4.4 

	

55,2 	: 	4.5 

	

62,8 	: 	4,7 
.■•■■••11171,M11•3•1•••■• 

Meal.rffle.........eria.•■•■•■••■•■•■•••••• 	 •••■•■•••■■■•■•••■••••• 

It will be seen that there Is a 4 per cent dif-

ference between the  two sets of readings. This is  ueater 

than  the correspondin.s figure for the N.P.L. Pulsator 

machine, in which. the (1,;namic  calibration was carried  out  by 

a  somewhat different electrical mee,od. It is intended to 

continue with ful;ther investl.gation of this point. 

100000000000 

00000000 

Co  

JW:RT:Tin:LB. 

(Teigures 1  to 4 follow ) ) 
( on  Pages 15 to  17, 
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